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LEGENDEX SNORKEL
PRODUCT CODE: AS-JNY-2

Suzuki Jimny 2018-2022
 



3.5"stainless steel Snorkel 

3.5” – 3” straight silicon joiner

3” – 2.5” 90 silicon joiner

2.5” 90 silicon joiner

3” stainless tube Incl duckbill

2.5” stainless tube

2.5” stainless tube

#56 hose clamp

#48 hose clamps

#42 hose clamps

Stainless screws

4wd vacuum bracket

Vacuum hose

Masking tape
90mm hole saw or tinsnips
Screwdriver 
Hammer 
scissors
Drill 

COMPONENTS TOOLS REQUIRED

LEGENDEX.COM.AU (07) 3203 2333

Once you have unpacked the system from the box make sure you have all parts that are
listed on the packing list below.
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STEP  1

STEP 2

STEP 3

Firstly, tape the front drivers guard
and the inner side of the A-pillar with
masking tape (this is to prevent
scratches when making the hole).

Cut the hole out of the template
before placing it and taping it on the
guard. Then use a marker to mark the
hole directly on the guard after lining
it up correctly

Unscrew and remove the plastic
guard liner from under the guard and
remove the plastic pipe to the airbox
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INSTALLING YOUR NEW SNORKEL

TEMPLATE NOT TO SCALE



STEP  4

STEP 5

STEP 6

Cut the hole in the guard (We use a
90mm hole saw and flappy disk, you
can use tinsnips) then Use a file to
remove any excess steel from around
the hole (inside and out).

Hammer the inside of the inner guard
(as per photo) till the snorkel slides in
then prime the bare steel with paint.

Run the provided pinch weld rubber
around the hole and trim it
accordingly.
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INSTALLING YOUR NEW SNORKEL



STEP  7

STEP 8

STEP 9

Insert the snorkel into the hole to a
position it fits best then put snorkel
bracket in the a-pillar and close door.
Stand back and make sure it fits and
lines up perfectly. Adjust the hole
slightly if need be.

Remove the canister from behind the
guard and install it into the engine
bay (see photo). Unclip the wiring
loom (2 clips) and the bracket gets
bolted onto the radiator support

Mount the bracket inside the A-pillar
using the nutserts provided. You will
need 9mm holes for the nutserts
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INSTALLING YOUR NEW SNORKEL

 <Remove

 <Bracket



STEP  10

STEP 11

STEP 12

Use the 3.5-3” straight silicon joiner
(you will have to trim to fit properly),
3.5” end goes onto the snorkel

The 3” stainless tube then runs down
the inside of the guard to the 3-2.5”
90° silicon join which goes in behind
the headlight

The 2.5” 90° silicon joiner then
connects to the 2.5” 45° Silicon joiner
with the stainless tube provided
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INSTALLING YOUR NEW SNORKEL



STEP  13

STEP 14

With the other piece of stainless tube
you will need to connect the 2.5-2”
90° which then connects to the airbox

Re-install the plastic liner under the
guard
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INSTALLING YOUR NEW SNORKEL
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THANKS FOR CHOOSING A LEGENDEX PRODUCT
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NOTES

Make sure to join " The Legendex Nation" Facebook group to show off
your rig, share your knowledge and support other legends who share

the same passion for getting off-road and exploring Australia.
 

Be sure to follow us on Instagram @legendex and use the
#legendexnation hashtag on your post to be featured!

 
 


